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Classification of agribusiness 
risks in modern conditions of 

managing

Risk and uncertainty are always present in agricultural production. 
Therefore, any action the farmer brings the possibility of failure, loss, is 
risky. In conditions of market relations in the entrepreneur increases the 
risk of losses in the industrial, commercial and financial areas. Therefore, 
to minimize the losses, one need to manage risk.

Risk management – the process of identifying the level of uncertainty, 
making management decisions that prevent, reduce the negative impact of 
random factors, the transmission (transfer) risk through the use of effective 
risk insurance system or the development of risk. To do this, one must ana-
lyze the causes and factors of its occurrence, the possible consequences, to 
know and to use the methods, indicators of its impact on results of opera-
tions, methods and sources of its undesirable effects.

Risk assessment process faced by the farmer, and to minimize the 
costs associated with these risks, called risk management. A businessman 
should know how to reduce the likelihood of risk; it must be capable of 
reducing the risk of negative consequences, even in the most adverse cir-
cumstances.

Key words: risk, agricultural risks, risk management, risk insurance.
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Зaмaнaуи шaруaшы лық 
шaрттaрындa aгро биз нес тің 

тәуе кел ді лік те рін жік теу

Aгроө нер кә сі бін де тәуе кел ді лік жә не бел гі сіз дік әрқaшaн болaды. 
Сон дықтaн фер мер дің кез кел ген тәуе кел ді іс-әре ке ті сәт сіз дік ке, 
шы ғындaрғa әке луі мүм кін. Нaрық тық қaтынaстaр шaрттaрындa кә-
сіп кер дің өн ді ріс тік, ком мер циялық жә не қaржы сaлaсындa қa уіпі 
өсе ді. Сон дықтaн мүм кін болaтын шығaндaрды тө мен де ту үшін тәуе-
кел ді лік тер ді бaсқaру қaжет.

 Тәуе кел ді лік тер ді бaсқaру – тәуе кел ді лік тер ді сaқтaнды ру дың 
тиім ді жүйесі мен пaйдaлaнып, не ме се тәуе кел ді лік тер ді мең ге ріп, 
тәуе кел ді лік тер ді бе ру ге, кез дей соқ фaкторлaрдың те ріс әсе рін 
тө мен де те ту ге, тоқтaтуғa мүм кін дік бе ре тін бaсқaру ше шім де рін 
қaбылдaу, бел гі сіз дік дең ге йін  aнықтaу үр ді сі. Бұл үшін олaрдың 
пaйдa бо лу се беп те рін жә не фaкторлaрын, мүм кін ді болaтын 
сaлдaрын тaлдaу, қыз мет тің нә ти же сі не әсер ете тін көр сет кіш те рін, 
әдіс те рін, оның жaғым сыз әсер ету тә сіл де рін жә не көз де рін бі лу 
жә не пaйдaлaну.

Фер мер дің тәуе кел ді лік тер ді бaғaлaу жә не осы тәуе кел ді лік тер-
мен бaйлaныс ты шы ғындaрды тө мен де ту үр ді сі тәуе кел дік ті бaсқaру 
деп aтaлaды. Биз нес мен тәуе кел ді лік тің ық тимaлды лы ғын қaлaй тө-
мен дет уін  бі лу ке рек, ең жaғым сыз жaғдaйлaрдa тәуе кел ділік тің те ріс 
сaлдaрын тө мен де ту мүм кін дік те рін қaрaсты ру қaжет.

Тү йін  сөз дер: тәуе кел ді лік, aгрaрлық тәуеке лді лік, тәуе кел ді лік-
тер ді бaсқaру, тәуе кел ді лік тер ді сaқтaнды ру.

Кaргaбaевa С.Т.,  
Мaке новa Г.У.,  

Жaксыбaевa A.A.

Клaсси фикaция рис ков  
aгро биз несa в сов ре мен ных  

ус ло виях хо зяй ст вовa ния

Риск и неоп ре де лен ность всегдa при су тс твуют в aгрaрном произ-
во дс тве. Поэто му лю бое дей ст вие фер мерa не сет в се бе воз мож-
нос ть неудaч, по терь, яв ляет ся рис ковaнным. В ус ло виях ры ноч ных 
от но ше ний у предп ри нимaте ля возрaстaет опaснос ть по терь в произ-
во дст вен ной, ком мер чес кой и финaнсо вой сферaх дея тель ности. 
Поэто му, что бы ми ни ми зи ровaть воз мож ные по те ри, необ хо ди мо 
упрaвлять рис ком. 

Упрaвле ние рис ком – это про цесс выяв ле ния уров ня неоп ре де-
лен нос ти, при ня тия упрaвлен чес ких ре ше ний, поз во ляющих пре до т - 
врaтить, умень шить негaтивное воз дейст вие случaйных фaкто ров, 
пе редaчи (пе ре водa) рискa пу тем ис поль зовa ния эф фек тив ной сис-
те мы стрaховa ния рис ков или ос воения рискaми. Для это го необ-
хо ди мо проaнaли зи ровaть при чи ны и фaкто ры его воз ник но ве ния, 
воз мож ные пос ледст вия, знaть и ис поль зовaть ме то ды, покaзaте ли 
его влия ния нa ре зуль тaты дея тель ности, спо со бы и ис точ ни ки его 
не желaтельно го воз дейст вия. 

Клю че вые словa: риск, aгрaрный риск, упрaвле ние рискaми, 
стрaховa ние рис ков.
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Agricultural production in any country always re�ers to the 
production o� high-risk. However, the industry paid attention to little 
in the peer-reviewed literature related to risk management. Analysis 
o� the literature shows that very o�ten the concept o� «agricultural 
risk» in the classification o� types o� risk is not used. One can find a 
description o� the specific �eatures o� agricultural risks, which make 
them stand out in the general classification together.

Risk in business – is the risk o� un�oreseen loss o� expected profit, 
income, property, �unds due to random changes in the conditions o� 
economic activity, adverse circumstances and natural disasters [1].

Eliminating risk is necessary, because they a��ect the final 
results, the decrease o� profit. There�ore, one should regularly 
examine the sources and risk �actors to prevent them or to get out o� 
the risk zone. I� the risk was associated only with a negative result, 
the entrepreneur would not have showed readiness to it. The desire 
�or risk is justified because there is a power�ul incentive – to obtain 
high profits. The �ounders o� businesses (R. Cantillon, J. Tyunen, 
F.Nayt) believed the entrepreneur’s ability to sound risk source o� 
business income.

Risk – an event that may or may not occur. In the case o� its 
commission are three possible results: negative, neutral and positive.

Risk and uncertainty are always present in agricultural production 
(instability o� weather conditions, market conditions). There�ore, 
any action the �armer brings the possibility o� �ailure, loss, is risky. 
In conditions o� market relations in the entrepreneur increases the 
risk o� losses in the industrial, commercial and financial areas. 
There�ore, to minimize the losses, one need to manage risk.

Crisis management is the process by which an organization 
deals with a major event that threatens to harm the organization, its 
stakeholders, or the general public. The study o� crisis management 
originated with the large-scale industrial and environmental disasters 
in the 1980s.[2]It is considered to be the most important process 
in public relations [3].

Risk management – the process o� identi�ying the level o� 
uncertainty, making management decisions that prevent, reduce the 
negative impact o� random �actors, the transmission (trans�er) risk 
through the use o� e��ective risk insurance system or the development 
o� risk (as much as possible all reasonable and appropriate), (long 
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sentence) To do this, one must analyze the causes and 
�actors o� its occurrence, the possible consequences, 
to know and to use the methods, indicators o� its 
impact on results o� operations, methods and sources 
o� its undesirable e��ects.

Farmer, attracting �unds o� shareholders and the 
shareholders, assumes the risk does not meet their 
expectations (dividend, share price growth, etc.). 
In turn, the shareholders (shareholders), employing 
executive management o� �arm organizations �ace 
the risk not only to the incompetent conduct o� 
a��airs on the part o� managers and specialists, but 
also deception, �raud. With such a risk �aced by 
leaders and �orming collectives o� enterprises and 
their divisions.

The company takes the credit in the bank, 
what increases the risk o� de�ault �unds and unpaid 
interest. The company cooperates with government 
agencies and assumes the risk o� de�ault in �ront 
o� them. The risk is less i� there are many years o� 
experience in these natural conditions, and the risk 
is easier i� a high profitability o� �arms.

So is any risky business operation due to 
objective uncertainty o� the �uture, organizational 
and economic �ailures.

In practice, the economic risks may be so large 
that the businessmen to avoid them re�use to carry 
out operations that require a large initial investment 
and time. Similar phenomena are observed today 
in all CIS countries, including Kazakhstan, they 
are caused by the instability o� the economic 
mechanism and other elements o� the external 
business environment.

A risk �actor is �or the business a strong incentive 
�or the permanent implementation o� the austerity 
regime �orces to care�ully analyze the profitability 
o� the projects, to develop estimates o� investment, 
hiring appropriate personnel.

The risk – risk o� possible (probable) loss o� 
resources or short�alls in revenue, the threat that 
an entrepreneur can incur losses in the �orm o� 
additional costs beyond the envisaged project, 
program or action to obtain an income below the 
amount at which it is expected [1]. There�ore can not 
be taken into account in the business project. I� you 
can anticipate the loss o� advance, they have to be 
regarded as inevitable and included in the estimated 
calculation (income and expenditure balance).

Against the risk o� loss that may arise in the 
implementation o� business activity in agricultural 
production, divided into material, labor, financial, 
time and special [1].

Material losses in �arming are mani�ested 
at an additional cost or direct loss o� material 

objects (buildings, structures, equipment, products, 
materials, raw materials, energy and others.). For 
example, in the cultivation o� vegetables due to bad 
weather conditions we had to conduct additional 
processing o� inter-row cultivation, which was not 
�oreseen the technological map. As a result, there 
was over-expenditure o� �uel and other materials. 
Another example: the burned animal �arm – it is also 
the loss o� material resources.

�osses are expressed in the units, which measure 
the amount o� this type o� material resource. In units 
o� mass, volume, area, length or in pieces. To bring 
together all the material losses, measured in di��erent 
units, made their evaluation in terms o� value. To 
do this, the losses in the physical dimension is 
multiplied by the unit price o� the corresponding 
financial resources.

Employment losses are the loss o� working time 
due to the random, un�oreseen events. These include 
the labor costs o� tractor-drivers �or additional 
(non-technology cards) row cultivation, simple 
construction workers due to untimely supplying o� 
building material.

Employment losses are expressed in man-hours 
or man-days. Translation employment losses in 
terms o� value made by multiplying the number o� 
man-hours (days) �or evaluation (price) one hour (o� 
the day).

Financial losses arise in the case o� direct 
monetary loss associated with the need �or payments 
not stipulated by the investment project, payment o� 
fines, penalties, loss (short�all) o� cash depreciation 
o� securities. They appear also in non-receipt or 
short�all o� money �rom those sources �rom which 
they expected to receive.

In addition to the final, irrevocable losses may 
be temporary financial loss due to the �reezing 
o� accounts, delayed delivery o� �unds, de�erred 
payment o� debts.

Temporary losses occur in cases where the 
process o� �arming is slower than planned. They 
arise, �or example, due to the �act that the equipment 
�or grinding grain came to the �arm later than 
planned, due to which there was a delay in the start 
o� the mill, and this resulted in a loss o� finished 
products and related revenues are expected to �arm.

The direct assessment o� losses is carried out 
in the hours, weeks, months o� delays getting the 
intended result. In order to assess their values in 
terms o� value it is necessary to determine to what 
loss o� income �rom �arming could lead to wasting 
time.

Special losses mani�ested in damage to human 
health and li�e (as a result o� increased injuries due to 
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non-compliance with sa�ety), the environment, the 
prestige o� a businessman, as well as other adverse 
social, moral and psychological consequences. 
O�ten, special types o� losses is di�ficult to quanti�y 
and even more value.

Risks can be classified according to various 
criteria. First o� all, identi�y two types o� risk: pure 
and speculative. When you clean the risks, you 
can only lose (eg, property loss due to fire); when 
speculative (exchange operations), either positive or 
negative. A significant part o� business decisions is 
speculative.

According to the sources o� risk to distinguish 
between the �ollowing types: commercial; associated 
with human personality and due to natural causes.

Due to the occurrence o� the risk is classified 
as a result o� uncertainty about the �uture; the 
unpredictability o� the partners; lack o� in�ormation.

At the time o� occurrence o� distinguished 
origin (design) and the current risk. The initial 
risk is assessed at the stage o� preparation �or 
implementation o� the investment project, currently 
mani�ested in the course o� industrial activity. It 
does not exclude the situation where conditions 
change in time �or the worse than expected so much 
that you want to revise the decisions taken by the 
businessman.

All o� these types o� risks encountered in 
agricultural production. Thus, the prevailing part 
o� agricultural risks, especially in the production 
o� crop products, determined by natural causes, 
but there are risks and the economic and related to 
the individual person. A significant portion o� the 
risks associated with the unpredictable behavior o� 
business partners and the lack o� in�ormation on 
potential markets �or agricultural produce.

Under the entrepreneurial risk is the risk that 
arises in any activities associated with the production 
and sale o� goods (goods, works, services), 
commodity-money and financial transactions, 
commerce, the implementation o� socio-economic 
and scientific-technical projects.

The most important types o� business risk include 
industrial, commercial, financial, investment, 
insurance, innovative.

Production risk is associated with the production 
and sale o� goods (goods, works, services), the 
implementation o� any kind o� industrial activity. 
Almost all o� the risks arising in agricultural 
production, related to the production.

This type o� risk generated by the �ollowing 
�actors: reduction in planned production and sale o� 
goods; price reduction, which was planned to sell its 
products; increased material costs; overrun payroll; 

payment o� higher taxes and royalties; losses in the 
�orm o� fines, natural attrition, as well as due to 
accidents, outages, natural disasters, epidemics, etc 
.; losses �rom overpricing.

Probable losses associated with production 
risk can be divided into defining and side. When a 
quantitative assessment o� the level and likelihood 
o� risks in industrial activity minor, minor losses 
can be avoided. Moreover, even among the defining 
loss can be isolated it is one that either largest 
probability o� suppressing the others. In this case, the 
quantification o� the level o� risk in the calculation 
can only be made this type o� loss.

Commercial risk (commercial business) – is the 
risk arising in the implementation o� a businessman 
purchased goods, when they are resold.

The most important �actors that should 
be considered when evaluating a commercial 
transaction, as �ollows: inflation; customer 
insolvency; currency fluctuations; adverse change 
(increase) the price o� the purchased goods; 
unexpected decline in commodity procurement; 
reduction o� the price at which goods sold; decrease 
in sales volume; the loss or decline in the quality o� 
goods in the course o� treatment; excess distribution 
costs.

Financial risks arise in the implementation o� 
financial business or financial (cash) transactions. 
In addition to �actors specific to other types o� risk, 
in assessing the size and financial risk probability 
need to be taken into account such specific �actors 
as insolvency o� one o� the parties to a financial 
transaction, the change rate o� the securities, money, 
currency, restrictions on currency and monetary 
transactions, the possible removal o� the financial 
resources in the implementation o� productive 
activities and others.

Investment risk occurs when you select 
embodiments o� investments, implementation o� 
investment projects.

Insurance risk arises when managing the 
insurance �und.

Innovative risk associated with the selection, 
evaluation o� business ideas, the use o� innovation.

On the scale o� the action is at the risk o� the 
local, regional, national and international.

I� possible security risk can be insured and the 
deductible (�orce majeure).

In conducting business have great influence 
political risks, which include restrictions (bans) 
on the export, import, currency conversion and 
remittance, strikes, political instability, coups, 
military action, change policy, and others.

The quantitative measure o� risk is determined 
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by the absolute and relative level o� losses that arise 
in the implementation o� productive activities. In 
absolute terms, the risk may be determined by the 
size o� the possible loss o� tangible (physical) or 
value (monetary) dimension. In relative terms, it 
is defined as the potential losses, attributed to the 
base, as is usually assumed that a property condition 
manu�acturer, or the total flow o� resources �or this 
type o� industrial activity or the expected income 
�rom the business. The choice o� a �ramework �or 
assessing the level o� risk does not matter, but in 
any case it is advisable to use a baseline with a high 
degree o� reliability.

The business activities have identified a number 
o� levels (levels, zones) risk: the minimum (loss o� 
earnings up to 25%); increased (loss o� profits �rom 
25 to 50%); Critical (loss o� income �rom 50 to 
75%); invalid (loss o� income �rom 75 to 100% or 
more, close to the size o� its own �unds or above).

Under acceptable risk is the risk, within which 
this kind o� business or production activity maintains 
economic �easibility, and the excess o� its level leads 
to a real risk o� losing all or most o� the expected 
profit. This includes minimum and increased risk.

Critical risk is associated with the risk o� losing 
a large part o� the expected (predicted) earnings.

Invalid (catastrophic) the risk is characterized by 
the threat o� losing not only all the expected profit, 
but also a large part o� its own capital, the threat 
o� bankruptcy. Regardless o� the value o� property 
or pecuniary damage to catastrophic accepted to the 
risks associated with the direct danger to human li�e 
or the occurrence o� environmental disasters.

Each level o� risk corresponds to the probability 
o� a certain level o� losses (risk) and that loss (risk) 
will be above a certain level.

To assess risk, use a statistical expert, 
computational and analytical methods.

The essence o� the statistical method is that 
analyzes the statistics o� losses that have occurred in 
similar types o� industrial activity, set the �requency 
o� certain levels o� losses and this �requency is 
predicted probability o� losses. Statistical risk 
assessment method requires a large amount o� 
background in�ormation, other methods are 
applicable in the absence o� such in�ormation.

Expert method o� risk assessment can be 
carried out by examining the views o� experienced 
businessmen or pro�essionals. However, the survey 
prepared by the whole spectrum o� desired expert 
assessments (level and probability o� acceptable, 
critical and catastrophic losses) is almost impossible. 
It is easier to put the expert a question: «What are 
the most probable losses in the �orm o� productive 

activity?» On the basis o� expert data determine 
the �requency estimates by dividing the number o� 
experts who expressed this assessment, the total 
number o� expert assessments.

Cash-analytical method o� construction waste 
and assessment on this basis, the probability o� the 
risk parameters o� the curve based on the elements 
o� game theory, in principle, applicable to all types 
o� risk. To assess the risks applied mathematical 
methods can be widely used in the implementation 
o� investment projects.

Risk assessment process �aced by the �armer, 
and to minimize the costs associated with these 
risks, called risk management [1]. A businessman 
should know how to reduce the likelihood o� 
risk; it must be capable o� reducing the risk o� 
negative consequences, even in the most adverse 
circumstances.

The main methods o� risk management are to 
prevent, retention, reduction, trans�er.

1. Avoiding risk. Risk can be avoided. Avoid 
operations that contains certain risk. So, to avoid the 
risks associated with ownership o� the property, do 
not buy it.

In absolute terms, this requirement is, o� course, 
one can not be realized as a known risk inherent in 
any kind o� business activity. In practice, to avoid 
the risk – so do not take the risk above the usual level 
(minimize economic ties outside the region, to take 
into account the possible price increase agreements, 
etc...).

Obviously, this principle is not suitable �or the 
conditions o� stability su�ficient economy.

2. Risk retention. The risk can be kept. To take 
over, leave on your responsibility as an integral part 
o� the business. In practice the �armer to take the risk 
on yoursel� it is advisable in the �ollowing cases:

– When a potential loss is too small to worry 
about it;

– When e��ective management can reduce the 
risk (this reduced risk may have to take on their own 
responsibility);

– When the cost o� insurance is significantly 
high;

– When no other protection against the risk o� 
potential there.

The decision on the amount o� net retention is 
dependent on a number o� �actors, including the size 
o� the paid-up capital, the liquidity o� assets and so 
on. 

3. Reducing the risk. It is dangerous to carry on 
business in conditions o� constant high-risk. The 
risk can be reduced using a variety o� preventive 
measures to prevent unpredictable disruptive events 
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in order to reduce the probability and magnitude o� 
damage.

Since prevent damage usually cheaper than 
compensate �or the losses, each �armer is interested 
primarily in the preventive activity. However, this is 
not always possible �or both technical and economic 
reasons. For example, it is impossible or di�ficult to 
prevent drought and other natural disasters.

One o� the most common and reliable risk 
mitigation techniques is sel�-insurance, which 
is carried out through the establishment o� the 
organization o� special reserve �unds (insurance 
stocks). So, �armers create insurance reserves o� 
seed, �eed.

Care�ul planning and �orecasting o� production 
at the plant (in the economy) also contribute to a 
significant reduction in business risk, so in the 
business plan o� any businessman should be the 
analysis and miscalculation o� risks.

The business plan is also developed measures to 
reduce these risks and to minimize the losses that 
may arise. These measures can be organizational, 
involving, �or example, change o� suppliers o� 
equipment, raw material delivery methods in 
processing organizations or to provide risk insurance 
program.

4. Trans�er o� risk – the most common method 
in business. In �arming o�ten risk trans�er occurs by 
insurance.

Insurance reduces the dependence o� the 
agricultural producers against unanticipated adverse 
conditions. In this regard, it is the primary method o� 
compensation. However, the insurance compensates 
�or possible damage (completely or partially) in 
the �orm o� money, but does not reimburse the lost 
material assets.

Insurance organizations is two kinds o� 
contracts: primary and secondary. As host insurance 
contract is subject to property belonging to the �arm 
(buildings, structures, machinery and equipment, 
livestock, agricultural crops) For additional can be 
insured property received by him under the contract 
o� tenancy or received �rom other organizations and 
the public processing, repair, storage and the like. 
Among risk trans�er methods include a bank loan. 
Its disadvantage is that it requires repayment o� the 
�unds received with interest.

Currently, as the risk trans�er method �or �utures 
transactions on the commodity exchanges is widely 
used hedging.

It is appropriate to give a definition o� a hedge. 
Hedging – an operation on purchase and sale o� 
exchange contracts in connection with trade in real 
goods, which is �or the purpose o� insurance against 
possible adverse changes in prices in the period 
between the conclusion o� the transaction and the 
delivery spot.

When �utures transaction subject to purchase and 
sale o� a commodity exchange is not a real product 
(at the time o� his deal is not available) and standard 
(generic) contract �or the supply o� a strictly fixed 
number o� the exchange goods at an agreed price 
in a stipulated time period. In �act, there is an act o� 
purchase and sale o� rights to �uture goods [4].

Each o� the listed risk resolution methods 
has its advantages and disadvantages, so the 
businessman usually uses them in whole or in 
certain combinations. In addition, each method is 
used only until such time as his application costs 
will not exceed the returns. However, this rule can 
not be applied i� the risk concerns o� human li�e or 
the legality o� an operation.
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